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EDITORIAL
Dear Members,
Here's to a new year and we hope one and all had a marvelous festive season. We kick off this year with
the introduction of Mark Marrujo as our incoming NMPS president and no doubt he has already invested
time in the upcoming survey conference sometime in April. Remember to renew your NMPS (NSPS)
membership for this year and take the opportunity to enjoy the golf and presentations.
The NMPS board was pleasantly surprised earlier in December upon the receipt of a letter addressed to
Chris Pappas, past president of NMPS, from the NM Gas Company (an EMERA Company). We have
included the letter herein for your perusal and wish to convey our gratitude to NM Gas for their significant
contribution toward the NMSU geomatics program.
Jack Kesler sent us a correction note for the true spiral long cord formula that was previously
published from his work on the suite of programs for the TI 89. It should read thus:
Chord(ft) C=100*Ls-0.00034*a^2*Ls^5.
Thanks to all of you that continue to provide input for the Benchmarks, your efforts are welcome and
appreciated. I have been following with interest the proposed launch of the new GPS III SV01 satellite
which is imminent. Hopefully by the time you get this the launch would have taken place. Aptly named
"Vespucci" this marks the beginning of a new cycle of improved vehicles to see us through the next decade
and beyond. "Amerigo Vespucci was an Italian explorer, financier, navigator and cartographer. Born in the
Republic of Florence, he became a naturalized citizen of the Crown of Castile in 1505."- Wikipedia
A while ago someone sent in the article about the trig pillars that has been included in this edition. This
is something of interest as it marked the beginning of a long period of observations and adjustments not
just in Great Britain but many other countries around the world. In places like South Africa the network of
Trig Beacons grew to about 25 000 and the pillars looked something similar to what we see here, except
that they were white cylindrical pillars with a black vane which was placed inside in the middle of the
concrete structure. These could be seen for many miles especially in good conditions, and were found in
many places, elevated to mountain/hill tops, mine dumps and buildings alike.
Wishing you all a prosperous 2019,
Barry

Front cover: Dan Shorb with CSTi verifying anchor
bolts in Hobbs. Photo taken by David Acosta.
Back cover: A Nice day for surveying cell towers.
Photo taken by Scott Meredith , Pathfinder Surveys.
Editorial Policy

Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Unless copyrighted, articles may
be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the author and to this
publication. All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor at barryphillips.pls@
gmail.com. Submission of an article does not guarantee publication. We reserve the right to edit all submitted
material, and no material will be returned. The opinions expressed are those of the author and are not necessarily
those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.
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President’s
Angle
Mark L. Marrujo, PS
(2019 NMPS President)
December 2018
Greetings NMPS Members,

I hope your holidays were blessed. For those who don’t
know me, my name is Mark Marrujo. I was born and
raised in Roswell, NM where I graduated from Roswell
High School. Along with being a Roswalien ;) I am
also a veteran of the United States Air Force. I
completed my education in Surveying Engineering at New Mexico State University in 2003 and am
currently employed by the New Mexico Department of Transportation.
I look forward to carrying the baton that has been handed off to me and serving as president of NMPS.
I credit Conrad Roybal and the past presidents before him for all the great things they have done and
continue to do for NMPS and our profession. I hope to continue building on this work. “In order to
sustain success, we have to protect our progress.”
Now looking ahead, this year’s NMPS conference will take place April 12th and 13th at the Hilton Santa
Fe Buffalo Thunder Resort & Casino. The conference breakout sessions will be covering a wide variety of topics as they relate to surveying and mapping. Along with topics related to boundary surveying
and highway right of way surveying and mapping, there will be presenters covering advanced survey
technologies and techniques being utilized today. Please check the NMPS web page for updates.
Sincerely,
Mark L. Marrujo, PS Δ

412 N. Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
Tel: (575) 393-3117
Fax: (575) 393-3450
www.jwsc.biz
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“Crow’s Nest” Observations
“Crow’s Nest” Observations
Earl F. Burkholder,
PS, PE, F.ASCE
Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE

Global COGO,
Inc.
Las
Cruces,
NM 88003
Global COGO,
Inc.–
– Las
Cruces,
NM 88003
eburk@globalcogo.com and www.globalcogo.com
December 2018

I am using the term “Crow’s Nest” metaphorically because it helps conveys a message. Several points are:
1. I am relying on the Wikipedia explanation of the term – some things on the internet are useful.
2. I have never used or occupied a real crow’s nest.
3. You could say it permits me to “call it as I see it” while acknowledging imperfect insight.
According to Wikipedia, “A crow’s nest is a structure in the upper part of the mast of a ship or a structure
that is used as a lookout point.” The entry goes on to claim, “Since the crow’s nest is a point away from
the ship’s center of mass, rotational movement of the ship is amplified and could lead to severe
seasickness, even in accustomed sailors. Therefore, being sent to the crow’s nest was also considered
punishment.” I have not yet figured out how the punishment part supports my analogy.
Many readers are aware of the perspective that I bring to these Benchmark articles. If you are not, I’ve
been a licensed surveyor since 1974 and a licensed engineer since 1979. I have a fierce loyalty to both
professions (the overlap is significant) and consider geometry, computations, computers, and GPS as my
hobby. I’ve enjoyed teaching surveying in a college classroom for more than 25 years and am indebted to
many students for prodding my curiosity. Even though I retired in 2010, I’m still in the learning mode and
enjoy sharing application insights. Is this a sales pitch for the 2nd Edition of my book? Well, yes.
When referring to the crow’s nest analogy, I’ll admit that part of my perspective was formed during my
participation on a high-voltage powerline construction project in the mid-1970s.
http://www.globalcogo.com/CU-Map.pdf
I was part of a much larger team but, I was also the licensed project surveyor in Minnesota and North
Dakota. As such, I was responsible for technical issues and for supervising crews for the duration. The
surveying portion of the project was completed in August 1978. From there, I went to graduate school at
Purdue University.
Landowner resistance was a challenging part of the powerline project. I learned some valuable lessons
about the essential role of the surveying profession. Without belaboring the point, I was expected to
contribute as a responsible professional in administrative issues while upholding the integrity of the
technical activities of the crews I supervised. As an example of the challenges involved, the project
garnered coverage in the February 1978 issue of Time magazine.
http://www.globalcogo.com/CU-TimeMag.pdf
I was the surveyor in charge and what the Time article does not say is that approximately half of the
entire force of Minnesota State Police was assigned to our project for about 3 months. Supervising 3-4
survey crews in various locations on the project was tough but coordinating logistics with state troopers
and telling them what needed to be done will age anyone prematurely. Casper and Wellstone wrote a
300-page book, “Powerline,” not sympathetic to surveyors, describing that project from the political and
sociological perspectives. Find the book with a Google search. Yes, teaching is much more fun than being
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I was
the surveyor- in
charge and
what the Time article does not say is that approximately half of the
entire force of Minnesota State Police was assigned to our project for about 3 months. Supervising 3-4
survey crews in various locations on the project was tough but coordinating logistics with state troopers
and telling them what needed to be done will age anyone prematurely. Casper and Wellstone wrote a
300-page book, “Powerline,” not sympathetic to surveyors, describing that project from the political and
sociological perspectives. Find the book with a Google search. Yes, teaching is much more fun than being
a “hockey puck” between farmers and state troopers. But, the word from the crow’s nest is that surveyors
are essential in many aspects of development and that
1 surveyors often find themselves on the front lines
representing values of “the system” irrespective of personal convictions.
Since retiring, my crow’s nest perspective continues to evolve. Given my hobbies and evolution of 3-D
concepts for geospatial data during my teaching career, I can’t help but continue to promote the role of
the surveyor in the digital revolution. The sheer number of people who use spatial data is staggering.
Most people acquire a traditional view of spatial data from the “flat-Earth” perspective. That is laudable
for the masses, but surveyors are the measuring, mapping, and cadastral professionals and we have the
opportunity (even obligation) to be leaders in responsible efficient use of 3-D digital geospatial data. If,
heaven forbid, “traditional surveying” dies, the 3-D geospatial “phoenix” will flourish and provide many
opportunities for gainful careers! Yes, I am enormously encouraged by rejuvenation of the NMSU
Surveying Program.
A relevant example - the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) develops a report card on the status
of infrastructure in the United States covering areas such as energy, transportation, water, and others.
The ASCE report card does not cover the “spatial data infrastructure.” A separate report card on the U.S.
National Spatial Data Infrastructure was developed by the Coalition of Geospatial Organizations (COGO)
and published in February 2015. COGO consists of twelve different geospatial organizations representing
approximately 170,000 professionals nationwide and reviews policies related to generation and use of
geospatial data. No policy statement or recommendation is published by COGO without unanimous
concurrence of all member organizations.
ASCE Report Card 2017:
COGO Report Card 2015:

https://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/
http://www.cogo.pro/uploads/COGO-Report_Card_on_NSDI.pdf

The ASCE report card is issued every four years, the last one being in 2017. The COGO report card on the
National Spatial Data Infrastructure was published in 2015 and a second update report card is being
prepared for publication in 2019. As a member of ASCE and as an ardent supporter of the initial COGO
report card, I’ve had the opportunity to review and offer editorial comment on a draft of the 2nd COGO
report card. The update contains over 100 pages, is quite comprehensive, and contains a lot of excellent
information. Since spatial and geospatial data are fundamental to nearly every phase of surveying, it
behooves all surveying professionals to pay close attention to that report card when it becomes available.
Another issue visible from the crow’s nest concerns ambiguity in the definition of horizontal distance.
http://www.globalcogo.com/HD-Options.pdf
The article really has little to offer those who operate successfully under flat-Earth assumptions – that
would generally include transit/tape surveying. However, the advent of electronic distance measuring
instruments (EDMI) enabled the surveyor to push the limit of flat-Earth assumptions when “long”
distances were part of the survey. Even with EDMI many surveyors continued to operate successfully
under flat-Earth assumptions. But, when working with GPS survey data, the limit of flat-Earth assumptions
needs to be understood and addressed. GPS surveying and using the global spatial data model (GSDM)
makes it possible to obtain ridiculous results “at the push of a button.”

http://www.globalcogo.com/HD-Options.pdf
The article really has little to offer those who operate successfully under flat-Earth assumptions – that
would generally include transit/tape surveying. However, the advent of electronic distance measuring
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instruments (EDMI) enabled the surveyor to push the limit of flat-Earth
assumptions
when
“long”
distances were part of the survey. Even with EDMI many surveyors continued to operate successfully
under flat-Earth assumptions. But, when working with GPS survey data, the limit of flat-Earth assumptions
needs to be understood and addressed. GPS surveying and using the global spatial data model (GSDM)
makes it possible to obtain ridiculous results “at the push of a button.”
The article explores the limit of flat-Earth assumptions when defining horizontal distance and provides a
chart, Figure 6, showing that the right-triangle component of a slope distance (flat-Earth) can be safely
used (within about 1:50,000) for distances less than 2 km and a vertical angle of about 4 degrees or less.
The chart includes distances up to 5 km and vertical angles up to 12 degrees. Δ
2
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THE SECRET SOCIETY:
THE WAY I REMEMBER IT
by
John Stock

I was rummaging through the garage a few days ago and discovered a buckled up package
that looked like a film canister. Sure enough it was the second copy in existence of “A Matter
of Degrees”,a 16mm sound film about surveyors produced in 1986. This took me back to those
thrilling days of yore and the startup of the National Society of Professional Surveyors (NSPS).
This rube from western Colorado, a PLSC Director was given the position of Colorado representative for the Board of Governors (BOG) of the newly formed NSPS. This was the member
organization of the American Congress of Surveying and Mapping (ACSM) that replaced the
Land Surveys Division. Up to then ACSM was generally a beltway outfit with many government
and other public sector members (read academia). The takeover by the private sector had begun
about 1980-81. It wasn’t hostile just a catch up to current times.
The private sector longed for some recognition and more public exposure. They knew their
importance to society but it seemed that nobody else did. The BOG was formed to give the state
affiliates like NMPS, PLSC etc. a voice at the national level, a very good idea. The NSPS Board
would then hear from BOG and act on their proposals or refer it up to the ACSM board.NSPS
people sat on ACSM on a rotating basis one would become overall president every third year.
Now before you get acronym sickness from all these initials it was all a response to surveyors
wanting a bigger piece of the pie and be more publicly recognized.
As my public career moved up the ladder from BOG, to area Director, vice president and
eventually president of NSPS the private sector was in firm control. However the old nagging
feeling of being ignored by society was still festering.
Low and behold some forward thinking state affiliates like Texas and Pennsylvania had produced
films about surveying and pretty good ones at that. Why shouldn’t NSPS do one?
Well, we did. After two years of hard work by executive director Anne Glasgow and Area director
Ron Carruth and several directors plus the infusion of a year’s budget and many private donations
it was done. Premiered at the Alaska Fall Convention in 1986 it was a huge hit, also a finalist in
the cable ace awards for short films.
The idea was to get a product in surveyor’s hands to take out to the public and show what we were
really about. It was not technical in nature but in 28 minutes viewers could come away with a new
appreciation for what we do, where we have been and where we were going. We were real proud
of it.
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Two big problems then occurred. NSPS failed in the large distribution of copies. Frankly we were
tapped out. Okay our bad. The bigger thing however was the lack of use by its intended recipients,
the very surveyors that clamored for the film to begin with.
Moving forward, sound films are quite archaic but the need is still there. The whole point of
this story is: what have you been doing to enhance the profession outside of your little secret
society? What members of the general public, mainly your client base know and appreciate your
services… and are willing to pay for them? And what have you done to enhance the image
of surveyors on a daily basis?
Now comes the rant. What do they see first whether clients or not; obviously the field crew or
now the field person with his magic stick listening to the stars. Throughout my whole career I
was appalled at how field surveyors dressed. The worst was in Phoenix about 2001 watching a
field person in ragged cutoffs , a Grateful Dead tee shirt and flip flops working in a busy intersection. (Yeah, I know its hot). How many people saw this guy compared to the RLS in the office in
business casual or coat and tie? Case rested. You can still dress professionally for the field whether
its cold or hot. The one thing I have seen in the last few years is the vehicles look pretty good.
No more USFS green and gray rejects with a wooden turkey roost box and flagging leaking out the
back. So how would it be if you stepped out of your vehicle and looked as good as it does? Whats
the old saw? You never have a second chance to make a first impression.
Again, what have you done to promote the profession past, present and future to non- surveyors.
I don’t mean the students and schools that you visit, thats a very good thing, but how many of them
become paying clients? An individual goes to the dentist every three or six months and maybe will
buy a house two or three times and a car every three to seven years. THEY MAY NEVER NEED
A SURVEYOR IN THEIR LIFETIME.
Well, the film is still in the package and will stay there as a reminder of what was and the grand
task of its creation in simpler times. As Geronimo is alleged to have said:”our time is over”. Well
mine is as an active surveyor but yours isn’t. If you want a fifty year career you had better pay
attention the things outside your little circle/comfort zone and your still secret society. Δ
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The trig pillars that helped map Great Britain

On 18 April 1936, a group of surveyors gathered around a white concrete pillar in a field in
Cold Ashby, Northamptonshire, and began the retriangulation of Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey (OS) is celebrating the 80th anniversary of the triangulation pillar, most often known as
a "trig pillar" or "trig point" and a welcome sight to many a walker as they reach the peak of their walk.
There were once about 6,500 trig pillars, built by the early surveyors at OS.
The pillar was devised by Brig Martin Hotine to provide a solid base for the theodolites used by the survey
teams and to improve the accuracy of the readings obtained.
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Left - This member of the surveying team found
an alternative use for the pillar.

Though the OS no longer uses the trig pillars,
maintaining them is still its responsibility;
about 6,000 remain.
Here is a selection of those.

Above - Never underestimate the efforts of the surveyors working on the retriangulation of
Great Britain.
Reaching this trig pillar when out walking in the Snowdonia National Park feels like an achievement - but
imagine carrying all the equipment up there to build it and then the days it could take to survey and take
measurements too.
Andrew McConochie's photo (above) was an OS Photofit competition winner and now features on the
cover of OS Explorer Map OL23 for Cadair Idris and Llyn Tegid, Gwynedd.

12
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Left - Trig pillars are often on peaks
of hills, as George Ewen's photo
from the cover of OS Explorer map
for Crieff, Comrie and Glen Artney,
Perthshire, shows. But the lowest,
at Little Ouse, Norfolk, sits at 3ft
(1m) below sea level.

Below - Trig pillars were usually
constructed
from
concrete,
but some were built from
stone available on location.
Tom Henman's photo from the
cover of OS Explorer map OL53
for Lochnagar, Glen Muick
and Glen Clova, in the eastern
Highlands of Scotland, shows an
example of this.
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Left - Trig pillars often provide a
360-degree viewpoint - perfect for
capturing a sunrise or sunset, as
Colin Harvey did in this photo.
Mr Harvey was an OS Photofit competition winner, and his
photo now features on the
cover of OS Explorer map 166 for
Rhondda and Merthyr Tydfil.

Below - Ed Fielden captured one
of the most northerly trig points,
on the Shetland Islands.

14
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Above - Few people can resist a trig
pillar photo, and if you check Instagram
you'll see many with people standing
on them, planking, popping their dog
on top, and a good few yoga poses
too. Aleks Kashefi-Mofrad managed a
pistol squat on his recent visit to
High Seat, Cumbria, in the Lake
District.

Left - To celebrate the 80th anniversary of the trig pillar, some of Ordnance
Survey's #GetOutside champions have
nominated their favourite trig pillar
and written an accompanying walk for
others to follow. Dave Roberts's walk
takes in Foel-fras, Gwynedd, Wales'
11th highest peak.
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Above - Bagging Wales' highest trig
pillar is an achievement thousands attempt each year. Experienced mountaineer
Jason Rawles captured this beautiful
sunrise from Snowdon's summit, in
Gwynedd.

Left - Jeremy Harris captured the flush
bracket on the trig pillar at Trevose Head
in Cornwall. Flush brackets, found in trig
pillars and on buildings, have a unique
number on them and provide a network of
points at which height above sea level had
been precisely measured.
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Above - OS does not condone the redecoration of trig pillars, but could not fail to be impressed by the
level of effort put into these two. The Minion pillar was spotted near Barnsley by Siobhan Brennan, and
the other picture was taken by Chris Tibbert at Hurlet Hill, Glasgow.
Below - The vast majority of trig pillars follow the standard Hotine design, but in some areas, particularly
in Scotland, there are some “Vanessas”, taller, cylindrical concrete pillars. Scott MacLucas-Paton took this
photo of a Vanessa on top of Ben Tianavaig, Skye, last winter.
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Above - The exposed nature
of this trig pillar at Ben Ledi,
Perthshire, led to a fantastic capture of some rime ice,
formed by freezing fog, by
Calum Menzies.

Right - Two of the most
common decorations OS sees
on trig pillars are the English
rose and the Welsh dragon.
Mathew Elliston captured this
trig pillar during a fell run
across the West Pennine Moors
atop Winter Hill, Lancashire.
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Above - Win Hill, Derbyshire, in the Peak
District, affords trig baggers a fantastic
view, shown by Shaun Fradsham. There
are many dedicated trig baggers out there,
logging their finds at trigpointing.uk. Rob
Woodall recently completed his 14-year
mission to bag all of Britain's trig pillars clocking up 6,190 in total. The number is
in constant decline, as land use changes and
their conditions deteriorate.
Right - Trig pillars are quintessentially
British, and even made it on to Bill Bryson's
list of favourite British items in his 2015
book The Road to Little Dribbling. This
is Worcester Beacon trig pillar at sunset,
photographed by Dan Grant.
Photographs courtesy Ordnance Survey.
SOURCE:
https://www.bbc.com/news/in-pictures36036561 Δ
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NM Young Surveyors

James Combs, Ramon Dominguez and Jayson Natera went to the 3rd FIG North American Meeting this
past October 17th. FIG is the Federation of International Surveyors. To learn more go to www.fig.net.
At the meeting there were young surveyors from all over the United States; as well as Young Surveyors
from Puerto Rico and Uruguay. The meeting was held jointly by FIG and the Young Surveyors Network.
This meeting was also held in conjunction with the NSPS Fall Business Meeting and the Maryland
Professional Surveyors Annual Meeting.The meeting had several technical presentations including, NGS Datum update, forensic surveying and new leading trends from ESRI. There were panel
discussions on survey leadership and what surveying looks like from the outside. Included at the
meeting were presentations from the surveyors from Uruguay and Puerto Rico. The Young
Surveyors were not only students of surveying, but many licensed surveyors and licensed surveyors in
training. Many of those in attendance were business owners or individuals in senior leadership in their
companies.
On the 18th the Young Surveyors got a tour of the Capitol Building. Afterwards the Young Surveyors
split into groups and saw sites on the National Mall.
For 2019 the New Mexico Young surveyors are planning a joint meeting between the Texas and New
Mexico Young Surveyors to be held at the Texas Symposium held in El Paso Texas March 1st and 2nd.
If you are interested in joining this event or getting involved with the New Mexico Young Surveyors
email
James Combs
jamesd.combs@gmail.com
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Ramon Dominguez

New Mexico Young

Jayson
NateraSurveyors

What is NMYS?

We are an affiliate
membership with the Nati
Society of Professional
Surveyors – Young Survey
Network(NSPS-YSN).

The NSPS-YSN are define
surveyors aged 35 years or
under, or within 10 years o
graduation from a course o
study in land surveying or
related field. Every survey
welcome to join to the grou
however, the focus is to
provide support for those
individuals that meet the
definition.

MISSION STATEMENT“To create an atmosphere in which young
surveyors can connect and promote the
profession.”

For more information pl
fill out the Google form
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Central New Mexico Community College
NMPS Student Chapter
On December 7, the last day of the fall semester, the CNM NMPS Student Chapter held a potluck
Christmas party. The event was very well attended, and the food was fabulous. Students brought
traditional New Mexico holiday dishes like tamales, posole and red chile. Students and faculty
from other departments wandered in and were quite impressed by the comradery of our surveying
group. This was a great social event sure to be repeated next year.
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First GPS III launch delayed for rocket issues : GPS World
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SOURCE:
https://www.gpsworld.com

First GPS III launch delayed for rocket issues
December 19, 2018 - By Alan Cameron

The scheduled launch of the first GPS III satellite on December 18 was scrubbed, reportedly due to first
stage liquid oxygen thermal limit constraints aboard the SpaceX Falcon 9 Block 5 launch vehicle’s first
stage reaching safety limits. A second attempt on December 19 was later ruled out due to ongoing
evaluations into the sensor issue.
The launch window may open again on Dec. 20.
This was to have been the first GPS launch aboard a SpaceX rocket, as well as the first SpaceX contracted
U.S. National Security mission.
The first GPS III satellite was originally scheduled to
ride aboard a United Launch Alliance (ULA) Delta IV
M+ rocket. ULA and/or its prime partners, LockheedMartin and Boeing, have conducted every GPS
satellite launch since the start of the program.
However, due to an assortment of issues variously
involving delayed technology development and
lawsuits regarding competitive bidding, the Air Force
re-opened bidding for the contract as part of its
Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV) program
A Falcon 9 rocket awaits launch. Photo: SpaceX

— “evolved” signifying that the rocket can be
recovered and reused.

Recycling Rockets. ULA did not bid on the re-opened contract, citing concerns over the selection process
and potential risks with the anticipated lower launch cost. In 2016, the Air Force selected SpaceX to take
over most GPS III launches.

https://www.gpsworld.com/first-gps-iii-launch-delayed-for-rocket-issues/
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First GPS III launch delayed for rocket issues : GPS World

SpaceX’s Falcon 9 for this launch will use a new first stage core, the B1054. Although it has re-use
capability, it will fly in an expendable configuration this time, with no landing legs and no grid fins. It will be
disposed of into the Atlantic Ocean after separation from the second stage.
In other missions, after the satellite-bearing stage separates from the rest of the rocket, the remaining core
launcher fires additional fuel to return intact to land or to sea aboard an Autonomous Spaceport Drone Ship
(ASDS), a converted barge awaiting in the Atlantic or Pacific Ocean.
New Generation of GPS. As attentive readers already know, GPS III SV01 is the first of an entirely new
design of GPS satellite that will help the Air Force modernize today’s GPS constellation with new
technology and advanced capabilities.
GPS III has three times better accuracy and up to eight times improved anti-jamming capabilities.
Spacecraft life will extend to 15 years, 25 percent longer than any of the GPS satellites on-orbit today. GPS
III’s new L1C civil signal also will make it the first GPS satellite broadcasting a compatible signal with other
international global navigation satellite systems, like Galileo, improving connectivity for civilian users.
Lockheed Martin developed GPS III and manufactured GPS III SV01 at its GPS III Processing Facility near
Denver. In September 2017, the Air Force declared the satellite “Available for Launch” (AFL) and had the
company place it into storage. In 2018, the Air Force called up the satellite for launch and Lockheed Martin
delivered it to Florida on Aug. 20. The Air Force nicknamed the satellite “Vespucci” after Italian explorer,
navigator and cartographer Amerigo Vespucci.
GPS III SV01 is the first of 10 GPS III satellites originally ordered by the Air Force. GPS III SV03-08 are
now in various stages of assembly and test. In August, the Air Force declared the second GPS III AFL and
in November called GPS III SV02 up for 2019 launch.

SOURCE: https://www.gpsworld.com

Surveyor’s Poem
by Chris Wickern

‘Twas the time before Christmas, when all through the land…
Corners were missing, confusion at hand.
Marks on the ground, could no longer be found.
Evidence of the past, did not seem to last.
Some were deemed lost with the passage of time.
And the meddlers had meddled, the land was unsettled.
Friends became foes with no monuments secure,
No Peace to be found, the cadastre unsure.
The family was nestled before hearth and fire,
When out near the fence, there arose such a clatter, I sprang to the deck to see what was the matter,
When what to my wondering eyes did gain?
A man marking boundaries in the public domain.
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A man marking boundaries in the public domain.
More
rapid than
eagles the
courses they
came, as the humble Surveyor called each distance by name.
That moment
I knew…
a Surveyor
by name.
“Now Vera and Arpent, Rod and Chain”, we go to find line and mark them quite plain.
More rapid than eagles the courses they came, as the humble Surveyor called each distance by name.
The
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laid andRod
distances
met, we go to find line and mark them quite plain.
“Now
Vera were
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and Chain”,
Across the broad valley to the stone that was set,
The courses were laid and distances met,
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He ran the lines and bounded his way,
All
way
round
the beginning
point, they
say.
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He ran the lines and bounded his way,
All the way round to the beginning point, they say.
Marks were found, restored to their place,
He set his caps, secure, for posterity’s sake.
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He marked the line plainly for all to see.
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He knew he must eat… but was simply content to get off his feet.
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Thechanged
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him. up his skin and that’s when he knew, the map must begin.
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He sipped his hot coffee and drew up his plat,
With the findings he noted, and boots on the mat,
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He leaves his marks for others to follow.
His work
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map now
enshrined
in the to
book
of the Recorder,
The commission fulfilled, the boundaries now settled,
Confusion was gone, despite those who meddled.
In the time before Christmas, Peace was at hand.
Foes were again friends throughout all the land.
My humble prayer for my fellow surveyors,
Take heart your high calling, in you the public does trust.
May your lines be clear and monuments found!

SOURCE:Chris Wickern,
NSPS
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We had a different type project a few years ago in El Paso where we used a low-tech solution
to measure deformation of a concrete pedestrian deck at a sports center. There was a question
whether the contractor had built the deck to specification and there was a suspicion that it may
fail under a load. The company testing the structure built a large wooden frame lined with a heavy
duty tarp to form a bathtub and filled the bath with 16" of water. We set up a level rod inside the
center of the bath and attached a weighted tape to the steel frame under the center of the deck.
Positioning two levels at a safe location, one on the deck and the other on the ground, we took
periodic readings as the bath was filled with water. After the bath was filled it was allowed to stand
for 1 hour after which the water was pumped out and we continued to take periodic readings as the
load was removed. The net result was that the deck showed a deformation of 0.003m under full
load and returned to its original position afterward.
Andy Eby, PLS, RPLS
Paso Del Norte Surveying Inc.
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Sustaining Members
Tim Aldrich
Aldrich Land Surveying
Albuquerque, NM

Kery Greiner
Tierra Surveys, LLC,
Las Cruces, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Global Cogo, Inc.
Las Cruces, NM

Ira Hardin
Hardin Engineering
Las Cruces, NM

Isaac Camacho
Brock & Bustillos Inc.
Las Cruces, NM

Russ Hugg
9384 Valley View Dr. NW
Albuquerque, NM

Douglas W. Copeland
Douglas W. Copeland PEPS
T or C, NM

Thomas Johnston
Wayjohn Surveying Inc.
Albuquerque, NM

Marc A. DePauli
DePauli Engineering &
Surveying, LLC
Gallup, NM

Keith Stickford
North Star Land Surveying
La Jara, NM

Russell Elliott
Elliott Surveying
Albuquerque, NM

Salvador Vigil
Land Surveying Co., LLC
Santa Fe, NM

Thank you for your support!
Sustaining Membership

The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Please contact the NMPS office for more
information or to upgrade your existing membership.

New Mexico Professional Surveyors
52 El Dorado Rd
Corrales, NM 87048
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